TOT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
Trainers appreciate the creative potential of every participant. The best trainers create environments that encourage innovative thinking and positive change. In this certification programme, trainers-turned-participants learn about the latest methodologies and technologies for capacity-development activities. You’re a creative, competent trainer. Join this course to make it official.

WHAT TOPICS DOES THIS COURSE COVER?
This blended course helps trainers improve their pedagogical skills—and get certified for doing so.

- Training of trainers
- Pedagogical skills
- Learning methodologies

WHAT WILL I LEARN?
Participants master each phase of the training cycle to become certified professionals.

- All about the training cycle, from analysis to evaluation
- How to integrate innovative themes, such as micro-learning and gamification, into training sessions
- Multisensory, participatory, and experiential learning methods, and possible applications

WHAT WILL I BE ABLE TO DO?
After taking the course, participants organize more successful training sessions.

- Utilize innovative approaches, tools, and technologies
- Create more impactful training sessions and events
- Join a network of professionals and certified trainers

WHY SHOULD I JOIN?
The Turin Centre is dedicated to learning and training innovation—and its trainers are top-notch.

- Participants are encouraged to share perspectives, experiences, and stories.
- The course is blended, which means that participants complete some work online before and after training at the Turin Centre.
- After the course, a coach works with each participant to track their improvements on the job.

WHO TAKES THIS COURSE?

- Trainers from the UN and other organizations
- Technical specialists
- Project facilitators
- Vocational education experts
- Human resources managers
- Union representatives

HOW TO APPLY
Go to https://bit.ly/2N1aCN2 to find the course

HIGHLIGHTS
Participants work on:

- Technology for learning
- Collaborative training
- Gamification for engagement
- Visual metaphors for deeper impact
- Emotional and sustainable learning

CREATIVE PROJECTS
Certified trainers around the world propagate innovative learning messages, from eco-learning to fully immersive transformational experience

HIGH-LEVEL RESOURCES
Review and reinterpret interesting pedagogical concepts for the 21st Century

PARTICIPATE
Experience a new approach to learning and training, “flipped” classes and digital engagement

INNOVATE
Just do it in a different manner; trainers continuously evolve to nurture change